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The social sciences have long recognized a relationship between religion and social ecology. Upon closer inspec- 

tion, religious systems not only correspond to important features of a society’s social ecology, but also appear to 

directly address these features. In this article, we examine the prospect that these salient features may be framed 

as game theoretical dilemmas and argue that contemporary approaches that emphasize cognition and/or social 

learning at the expense of social ecology are inadequate in accounting for cross-cultural variation in religious 

expression. Using ethnographic examples, we show that religions alleviate the costs of such dilemmas in a va- 

riety of ways by: 1) fostering beliefs that motivate and sustain beneficial practices; 2) incentivizing cooperative 

ventures; 3) encouraging ritual performances that minimize costly conflicts and bolster territorial conventions; 4) 

providing institutional forums to coordinate resource distributions; and 5) maintaining important resource and 

species diversity. 
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(

. Introduction 

Following others ( Jensen, 2019; Tylor, 1920; Wallace, 1966 ), we the-

retically define religions as practices done to engage with and alter the

tates and attitudes of spiritual agents. If we adhere to this definition

nd proceed to examine the cross-cultural variation in those practices

nd their associated beliefs (e.g., the objective costs, timing, and spatio-

emporal distribution of ritual, or beliefs about what pleases and angers

he gods), at least two things become clear. First, religion is a human

niversal. That is, although their forms and content may vary tremen-

ously along a wide range of dimensions, all societies have practices

onducted in relation to supernatural beings. A second fact–if perhaps

ess widely appreciated than the first–is that features of religious tra-

itions evolve in ways that conform to communities’ socioecological

onditions ( Purzycki and Sosis, 2022 ). In this paper, we frame these so-

ioecological conditions formally as cooperative dilemmas and closely

xamine ethnographic cases to illustrate this correspondence and how

e might proceed with an evolutionary approach to religious variation.

e also briefly discuss a general evolutionary process account by which

eligions achieve this correspondence. 

Observing these patterns, many cultural anthropologists have ap-

reciated that each of these elements interrelate in a kind of sys-

emic cultural logic of meaning ( Geertz, 1973; Rappaport, 1999; Spiro

t al., 1987 ). Consistent with our other work ( Alcorta and Sosis, 2005;

endixen et al., 2022; Lightner and Purzycki, 2022; Purzycki and Sosis,
☆ This article is an expanded and revised version of Chapter 10 in Purzycki & Sosis 
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022 ), we treat religions as systems of both information and energy,

ositing that their content and structure flexibly adjust to novel condi-

ions, and that variation in religion is partly explained by these condi-

ions. In order for religious systems to function as cohesive, adaptive

ystems, their elements must inform and respond to each other. By re-

outing the allocation of resources into collective and other ritual acts

ith signaling functions, religions inhibit the kinds of selfishness that

ould otherwise plague social life. In light of systems’ constituent parts

nforming each other, simple accounts that appeal solely to cognition

nd/or social learning, for example, are insufficient. 

If there is a correspondence between religions and social ecologies,

e should expect the cultural evolution of religious traditions to be

n certain respects dissimilar to that of, say, linguistic accents, fashion

rends, or ice cream preferences. In such cases, historical contingency,

ocial learning processes, and evolved cognition explain the bulk of the

ariation. The evolution of religion, by contrast, is more likely to re-

emble other cultural adaptations such as foraging strategies and domi-

ile constructions. Historical contingency, social learning, and cognition

ay explain some variance, but phenotypic design is largely a function

f a particular set of socioecological conditions ( Bendixen et al., 2022;

endixen and Purzycki, 2020; Purzycki and Sosis, 2022 ). In realtime,

articular religious contexts might proximately trigger cognitive mech-

nisms such as agency detection ( Andersen, 2019; Guthrie, 1995 ) and

orollary moral cognition ( Boyer, 2000; Purzycki et al., 2022 ). Encul-

uration and sharedness are also critical; we teach each other when and

here to engage these systems through religious thought and practice.
(2022). 
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Fig. 1. Martu field burning system ( adapted from Bird et al. 2013 ). Solid 

lines are positive inputs and dashed lines are negative inputs. 
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owever, many of the important features of any social system are also

hings that are not explicitly transmitted socially, such as the emergent

roperties of such systems’ interacting components ( Sosis, 2019 ) and the

ariation in payoff structures of different socioecological contexts. The

cological inputs to cognitive-cultural systems are critical for account-

ng for the content and form of religious traditions exhibited around the

orld. 

To situate our discussion in a more formal evolutionary theory, we

rame specific ethnographic examples using game theoretical payoff ma-

rices. While classical economic game theory ( Von Neumann and Mor-

enstern, 2007 [1944] ) emphasizes the individual decision-making, evo-

utionary game theory ( Maynard Smith, 1982 ) models the change in

requency of competing–and interacting–behavioral strategies in social

ilemmas. Formal theory suggests that cultural strategies can evolve in

esponse to different games ( Bednar and Page, 2007 ), thus generating

elatively stable cooperative groups. 

Many have appealed to and/or applied game theory and game

heoretical payoff structures to address various aspects of religion.

mong these include: theological questions ( Brams, 2007; 2018; Hack-

ng, 1972 ), the phylogeny of animistic cognition ( Guthrie, 1995 ), the re-

ationships between religion and cooperation ( Blum and Dudley, 2001;

ulbulia, 2004a; 2004b; Bulbulia and Frean, 2010; Nesse, 1999; Orbell

t al., 1992; Pasquino, 2001; Schelling, 1968; Weingast, 1995 ), manag-

ng commons problems with religious appeals and practices ( Atran et al.,

999; le Guen et al., 2013; Lansing, 2006; Lansing and Kremer, 1993; So-

is, 2003 ), and supernatural punishment more generally ( Brams, 2007;

ohnson and Krüger, 2004 ). Building on this work, we wager that con-

iderable variation in religious systems can be accounted for by virtue

f their flexible adjustments to local problems. 

To illustrate this, we examine specific ethnographic examples and

how that in a variety of ways, important cross-cultural variation in re-

igious systems can be accounted for in relation to the social ecologies

n which they are embedded. The next section situates religious sys-

ems in four disparate socioecological contexts: 1) field-burning (Martu

f Australia); 2) rice-terrace irrigation (farmers of Bali); 3) territorial-

ty (Tyvans of southern Siberia); and 4) forest foraging (Batak of the

hilippines; Itza’ Maya of Guatemala). We frame these case studies in

ame-theoretical terms and point to how religious beliefs and practices

nfluence how people interact in and with these games in a variety of

ays. 1 We then turn to some brief examples of recent changes in the

ontent and form of religious systems, discussing them in light of this

ramework. We conclude with prospects for future directions in the evo-

utionary, biocultural, and cognitive sciences of religion. 

. Gods, games, and socioecologies 

.1. Martu field-burning 

The indigenous Martu of Western Australian burn fields in a con-

rolled manner. This practice has the effect of reducing the sizes of nat-

ral and less controllable fires, such as from lightning strikes. It also en-

iches the soil, aiding the growth of seed-producing plants upon which

maller animals feed and so increases species diversity. These animals

re prey for monitor lizards which, in turn, the Martu hunt. In this sys-

em, controlled burning increases the availability of resources for people

ver the long term. Bird et al. (2013) modeled this system, as illustrated

n Fig. 1 . Note that each arrow in the figure represents a tractable, em-

irically testable relationship. Indeed, the authors subsequently found

hat compared to otherwise untouched areas, hunting is more successful
1 Note that our analysis diverges from many discussions that emphasize the 

nonymity afforded by particular environments that might increase the tempta- 

ion to defect (e.g., urban communities or widely disbursed communities) (see 

ohnson, 2005; 2016; Norenzayan, 2013 ). Here, we focus on the local socioe- 

ological problems among societies that have largely been underemphasized in 

he literature. 
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2 
here the Martu burn. Here, then, we have a system of niche construc-

ion ( Kendal et al., 2011; Laland et al., 2016 ) and foraging behaviors

hat co-vary with measurable gains. 

What about the role of religion? In our view, what qualifies Martu

eld burning as “religious ” is that the Martu justify this practice with

ppeals to “the dreaming ” and the will of ancestors. According to the

uthors, such beliefs “are the institutionalization of... histories of eco-

ogical practice ” ( Bird et al., 2013 , 6), thus implying that these practices

re maintained in part by religious appeals. In other words, the Martu

mbue these practices with religious meaning, reducing energetic and in-

ormational uncertainty and thereby increasing efficiency ( North, 1990;

991 ). Further bolstering the significance and predictability of burning,

ome Martu hold that the stakes are quite high: 

Critical to the perpetuation of life is the proper adherence to the

Law... [that] frames the importance of hunting and sharing within

the notion that ‘country must be used and appropriately burned’ if

life is to continue. As one elder put it, to stop using up resources,

to stop hunting and burning, would mean ‘the end of the world’

(Bird et al., 2016, S71) . 

And finally, successful hunting means successful sharing: “hunting is

lways embedded in a context of social exchange... the goal is not to eat

ore but to share more to other members ” of the group (ibid.: S73). Suc-

essful hunting affords some status to the hunter, but it also facilitates

he development of an individual’s cooperative network through trust-

ng relationships ( Bird and Power, 2015 ). Burning fields to maintain the

aw and the wills of ancestors clearly provides caloric gains for individ-

als and their communities. The collapse of this system, ceteris paribus ,

ight very well entail the cessation of the Martu’s social ecology. 

There are two things to note here. First, even though the

thnographic descriptions of Bliege Bird and colleagues (also see

onkinson, 1991 ) suggest that field burning is religiously inspired and

aintained, the role of religious cognition and beliefs in this system re-

ains unclear and unmeasured. But if we could toggle beliefs among

he Martu, what would happen to field burning practices over time?

ould the lack of divinely inspired motivations make the system ap-

ear impractical or unproductive ( Johnson, 2005 )? The collapse of the

ambaran cult among the Ilahita Arapesh of New Guinea, for example,

ransformed garden work, which had provided subsistence for the Ara-

esh and their ancestors, from a “meaningful endeavor into unredeemed
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Table 1 

Payoff matrix for coordination in Martu field burn- 

ing. Payoffs are for player on left side of table. 

Burn Don’t Burn 

Burn 𝑏 0 

Don’t Burn 𝑠 𝑠 
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Table 2 

Payoff matrix for Balinese coordination problem ( adapted from 

Lansing and Miller 2005 ). First payoff in each cell is the payoff for 

the player on the left side of the table (the upstream player), second 

is for the player on the top of the table (the downstream player). 

Simultaneous Staggered 

Simultaneous 1, 1 − 𝑑 1 − 𝑟 , 1 − 𝑟 
Staggered 1 − 𝑟 , 1 − 𝑟 1, 1 − 𝑑
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a  
rudgery ” ( Tuzin, 1997 , 34), resulting in reduced work efforts and pro-

uctivity. Would the Martu system suffer a similar fate if religious beliefs

ere altered or eliminated? 

Imagining such scenarios raises an obvious question: why not instead

ake secular appeals–that is, appeals that do not point to a transcendent

rder–to maintain the Martu field burning system? Would it disintegrate

ooner because secular rationales are easier to manipulate and alter, or

ecause the authority of gods is generally perceived to be more power-

ul than human authority ( Rappaport, 1999; Rossano and LeBlanc, 2017;

osis and Bressler, 2003 )? While ethnographers characterize Martu cos-

ological beliefs about field burning as institutionalized, which implies

haredness, researchers have not examined why the Martu have not in-

titutionalized this system in a secular way (e.g., “we have always done

his to get more lizards ”). 

The second thing to note is that while this system functions to extract

ore energy from the environment, and increasing resources might fuel

ore cooperation among individuals embedded in this system, Bliege

ird et al.’s model does not address the potential social dilemma(s) im-

licated in this process. Why burn at all? We might analyze the task of

etting people to collectively participate in field burning as a coordi-

ation problem. Table 1 frames the payoffs involved in getting people

o collectively burn as a “stag hunt ” dilemma ( Bulbulia, 2011; 2012;

ousseau, 2016; Skyrms, 2004 ). In this dilemma, one has to choose be-

ween a smaller but more reliable payoff and a larger but less reliable

ne. More specifically, since it is costly to hunt, and bigger game (i.e.,

he stag) can only be captured with the assistance of a partner, it is bet-

er to hunt for big game only when your partner does. In other words,

t pays to look for smaller game (e.g., a rabbit) on your own when oth-

rs won’t contribute to hunting larger game, even when hunting larger

ame would yield higher per capita net benefits. 

In the case of the Martu, individuals in the model can choose to

articipate in collective burning or not. Here, the benefits of burning

ollectively, 𝑏 , include the aforementioned lizards. Hypothetically, if a

artu chooses to burn without help, she is unable to control the fire and

aptures nothing. If she chooses to not burn, she accrues the benefits of

lacking, 𝑠 . What makes this a dilemma for individuals is the assump-

ion that 𝑏 > 𝑠 ; the individual net payoffs for collectively burning fields

utweigh the individual net payoffs when fields are not burned. How

an people work together to reap the larger benefits that require coordi-

ation? Does the threat of “the end of the world ” motivate individuals

o coordinate their actions? Beliefs about such costs might increase the

ikelihood of choosing to join in with field burning activities. In other

ords, collective pressure and religious appeals might motivate individ-

als to opt for the riskier–but more profitable–coordination strategy. 

In this example, appeals to the spiritual realm and the end of the

orld might increase the likelihood of opting for the cooperative option

f burning fields with your community. In contrast to our putative model

f Martu field burning, our next example has been explicitly modeled

s a social dilemma by ethnographers. There, the religious “solution ” in

he system is not beliefs, but an institutional mechanism that efficiently

otivates and generates coordination between individuals. 

.2. Water temples of Bali 

The Balinese water temple ecosystem has been extensively studied

y Lansing et al. ( Lansing, 2007; Lansing and Kremer, 1993; Lansing

nd Miller, 2005; Lansing et al., 2017 ). This research focuses on the
3 
nherent coordination problem faced by Balinese rice terrace farmers.

able 2 represents this problem in the form of a payoff matrix that de-

ails the conflicts of interest between two farmers (or farming groups).

ne lives upstream and one lives downstream. They can choose between

wo different times to plant their rice. Water comes down the mountain,

nsuring that the upstream farmer can use the stream first, depleting it

y factor 𝑑. Therefore, if both farmers plant their rice at the same time,

here will be a loss for the downstream farmer since the water will be de-

leted. Lansing and Miller (2005) assume that threat of pests is reduced

f both farmers plant simultaneously because pests can simply migrate

rom fallow to nearby planted fields. By contrast, if all the fields in a

iven area are fallow at the same time, pests will have nowhere to op-

ortunistically migrate to and will die off. So, if farmers plant in a stag-

ered, step-wise fashion, both of their yields are reduced by 𝑟 , the pest-

onsumption factor. Therefore, it is always in the upstream famer’s best

nterests to plant simultaneously with the downstream farmer. However,

t is only in the best interests of the downstream farmer to coordinate

lanting when 𝑟 > 𝑑; if the costs of water depletion are worse than those

ssociated with pests, then it makes sense to accept the costs of pests and

ot coordinate. 

The practical question of how to maximize everyone’s yield, then, is:

ow can we get upstream farmers to give up some water so that the down-

tream farmers’ crops improve to the point that they are willing to coordi-

ate to reduce pests? The answer, according to Lansing et al., is water

emples: they function as structured, spiritually sanctioned forums for

oordination and forging pacts sealed with ritually-induced bonds. Ba-

inese farmers meet at temples with the desire to honor various deities,

eceiving small ceremonial distributions of “holy water ” (not irrigation

ater) in return. As these temples exist in a much wider temple network,

hey have the capacity to maintain a remarkably complex coordination

ystem over vast areas, timing and synchronizing planting on the basis

f ritual performance and holy water distribution. Each temple coordi-

ates the planting and harvesting cycles of the farms in its area, called

 “subak. ” Here, the subak is not merely a set of beliefs or appeals that

ight induce cooperation. Rather, the subak is a community and the

eligious order facilitates the kind of coordination required to maximize

veryone’s yields rather than those conveniently located closer to water

ources. 

Lansing (2006) “wonders whether institutions like water temples ex-

st elsewhere in the world, and if so, what form they might take. Perhaps,

ike the water temples, they are regarded as religious institutions that

an be safely ignored by planners and engineers ” (87). Indeed, like the

artu, the Balinese alter their physical landscape in coordinated ways to

eap the benefits of collective action and mobilization. We suspect sim-

lar religious institutions do exist, and that evolutionary and cognitive

cientists miss opportunities to observe them if they avoid rich ethno-

raphic work along the lines of Lansing et al. (see also Sosis, 2009 , for

urther discussion). In fact, the opportunity to explore such a possibility

rought one of us to the field. In the following case, spirits function as

ediators of human relationships and exploitable resources and ritual

ites are strategically located on resources and territorial boundaries. 

.3. Tyvan spirit-masters 

Local spirits, “spirit-masters, ” in the Tyva Republic of Siberia care

bout rituals and the preservation of natural resources such as game and
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Fig. 2. Three scenarios on the relationship between spirit- 

masters, ritual, and resource in Tyva. 

Table 3 

Payoff matrix for Camp 1 in Scenario A: Tragedy of Commons as 

modelled as the Prisoner’s Dilemma from Romagny et al. 1997 . 

Payoffs are for Camp 1. 

Forgo Hunt 

Forgo 3 1 

Hunt 4 2 
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Table 4 

Payoff matrix for Camp 1 in Scenario B: Territory as 

Hawk-Dove Game. Payoffs are for Camp 1. 

Relent Fight 

Relent 𝑣 

2 
0 

Fight 𝑣 
𝑣 − 𝑐 
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ater ( Purzycki, 2011; 2016 ). The rituals that they care about take place

n territorial borders, at mineral springs, and lakes ( Purzycki, 2013b )

nd Tyvans encourage each other to keep these areas clean. Further-

ore, in some regions considered to be the territories of the spirit-

asters, hunting is strictly forbidden (Donahoe, 2006, 120) . In other

ords, behaviors associated with spirits and their behavioral corollaries

re largely distributed near markers of negotiated territory and at other

iscrete exploitable resources. We illustrate these scenarios in Fig. 2 . 

In this illustration, there are two yurt encampments (1 and 2). By

ecessity, both are located by water sources. In addition to a river, one

amp stands by a natural spring, marked with C. These two camps recog-

ize their established territories, marked by a devotional cairn at B. One

territory ” is the spirits’ land (marked by A) where hunting is forbidden.

his illustration is a condensation and simplification of real, observed

cenarios 2 : many Tyvans other Inner Asian ethnic groups are bound by

 common, ancient religious system that entertains the possibility that

pirit-masters inhabit the landscape. Individuals who fail to pay respect

o the spirits in the locally appropriate manner risk misfortune. In other

ords, cognition about the moral interests ( Boyer, 2000; Purzycki et al.,

022 ) and potential punishments ( Johnson, 2005; 2016 ) of supernatu-

al agents is contextually triggered, spatially distributed, and grounded

n local rituals and resources. Indeed, as in the previous sections, we

an model each of these scenarios as corresponding to a different social

ame. 

We model Scenario A as a dilemma that revolves around over-

xploitation, where it is tempting to hunt deer. In this territory, hunting

s off-limits because this is the “spirits’ land, ” but it is in individuals’

nterests to hunt there anyway, especially considering the difficulty of

onitoring others’ behavior (or of determining where gunshots are com-

ng from, if they’re audible at all). Hardin’s (1968) “Tragedy of the Com-

ons ” famously offered a dismal portrait of how such self-interested

ehavior can lead to the destruction of common-pool resources when

op-down governance is absent (cf. Ostrom, 2015 ). 

We use the Prisoner’s Dilemma to model this problem ( Table 3 ). Play-

rs can either hunt or forgo hunting. One person could easily defect and
2 Purzycki has directly observed and reported on Scenarios B and C, while Sce- 

ario A is derived from stories, by implication, and reports by Donahoe (2006) . 

s

l

o

t

4 
ontinue killing deer, only to effectively wipe out the population 3 With-

ut restraint, two people hunting would wipe out the deer population

ven more quickly. However, if both people agree to not hunt there–

ossibly motivated by a territorial spirit’s threat of punishment–the land

ay ultimately have more reliable returns in the future (since deer mi-

rate too). In other words, spiritual punishments can alter the payoff

tructure ( Johnson and Krüger, 2004; Johnson, 2016 ) so that hunting

ppears to be more costly than forgoing the hunt. 

Scenario B concerns territorializing land, which has long been recog-

ized as an effective solution for reducing costly conflict between indi-

iduals or groups who have a clear interest in expansion ( Dyson-Hudson

nd Smith, 1978; Maynard Smith, 1982 , pp. 151–161). In this scenario,

t is in both parties’ best interests to expand their territory. Properly

unctioning borders can prevent or limit expansion, but keeping terri-

orial borders requires maintenance. A rich literature (e.g., Heap et al.,

012; Mesterton-Gibbons and Adams, 2003 ) suggests that landmarks

an reduce costs associated with border maintenance among non-human

nimals. That is, physical–but non-obstructive–indices of borders can

unction as a reminder of territorial ownership and reduce the likelihood

f aggressive conflict. In the context of human territories where borders

re not always easy to monitor and therefore maintain, localizing the

resence of a powerful deity through ritual acts can be a strategic way

f maintaining borders in the absence of effective secular punishment. 

As detailed in Table 4 , we can model territorial conflict using the

awk-Dove game (Maynard Smith, 1982 , 147-166; cf. Hare et al. 2016) .

ere, two agents compete over a resource with a specific value, 𝑣 . Camps

 and 2 could both fight, incurring the costs of fighting, 𝑐, but with only

 50% chance of winning. One who relents to an aggressor acquires

othing, and the aggressor gets everything. If both camps choose to re-

ent, they divide the land by half. In this scenario, the only conditions

nder which Relenters can outcompete Fighters are when the costs of

ghting outweigh the value of the resources ( 𝑣 < 𝑐). In the case of Tyva,

lacing a spiritual marker on a territorial border might reduce the temp-

ation to engage in risky territorial expansion, turning potential Fighters
Formal models often include discount parameters that adjust the value of 

ubsequent interactions, or some time constraint parameter that toggles the 

ikelihood of interactions changing through time ( Axelrod, 1984 ). Depending 

n one’s questions, the availability of a game might be represented with one of 

hese parameters. 
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4 Some anecdotes suggest that while the relationship between spiritual pun- 

ishment and overhunting is explicit, beliefs and their underlying motivations 

variably moderate behavior. For example, one elderly man laments that “Taiga 

gives to you and taiga takes it away. I am blind now, it’s my fault. I often hunted, 

sometimes too much, a passion seized me. I took a lot from taiga, now I have 

been paying for my bad attitude to taiga. The female master punished me for 

this ” ( Arakchaa, 2009 , 50). Though it’s left to the imagination what would have 

happened in the absence of this taboo against hunting too much, the taboo did 

not appear to work very well in this individual’s case. 
nto Relenters (at least proximately and psychologically). Indeed, when

yvans are directly asked, spirit-masters are treated as knowledgeable,

unitive, and interested in both the ritual and general moral behavior of

ndividuals in their vicinity ( Purzycki, 2011; 2013b ). Fear of supernatu-

al punishment may therefore increase the perceived costs of aggressive

xpansion (which entails violating the sacred boundary cairn rites) and

herefore facilitate the proliferation of Relenters. Tyvans perceive ritual

articipants to be more broadly trustworthy than those who don’t partic-

pate ( Purzycki and Arakchaa, 2013 ). If disrespecting the spirits is tanta-

ount to disrespecting communities and their rules ( Rappaport, 1999 ),

t would make sense to convey and adopt the idea that such disrespect

ould bring misfortune. Indeed, Tyvans believe that bad luck strikes

ravelers who fail to stop and leave a token of their presence when they

ncounter cairns. 

The related scenario C echoes any system where outsiders are ex-

ected to pay their respects to spirits before extracting others’ renew-

ble resources (e.g., Jordan, 2003; Watanabe, 1972 ). In this scenario,

amp 2’s water supply is temporarily depleted, so water must be ac-

uired elsewhere. When local rivers get dirty, people might collect wa-

er at neighboring mineral springs. Thus, Camp 2 must travel to some-

ne else’s territory to get water. Prior to extracting the water, Camp

 will perform rites at the mineral spring to pay their respects to the

pirit-master of the spring. Camp 2 must convey that they do not have

xploitative or aggressive intentions and that they are in Camp 1, where

hey should not be, simply for water. Conveying deference to spirits im-

lies the likelihood of deference to other local rules, and thus there is no

eason for hostility, especially since water is readily available in Camp

. In this way, a small gesture of respect to the local spirits may decrease

he chances of inflaming social tensions between camps. 

Spirit-master concepts, evident in all three of these scenarios,

re bundled together with corollary processes such as mentaliz-

ng ( Andersen, 2019; Guthrie, 1980 ), punishment ( Johnson and

ering, 2006 ), and moralizing ( Boyer, 2000; Purzycki, 2011; 2013a;

urzycki et al., 2022 ). In Tyva, strategically distributed indices trigger

hese bundles, as well as behavioral expressions of commitment. In other

ords, the coupling of religious beliefs and practices ( Purzycki and So-

is, 2013 ) systemically conforms to particular social dilemmas. With the

xpertise and inspiration of shamans and other religious experts, com-

unities collectively and ritualistically sanctify and re-sanctify these in-

ices regularly and therefore reinforce the relationships between cogni-

ion, cultural beliefs, motivations, and behaviors, and the relative har-

ony offered by sustained cooperation. Considerable work shows that

 variety of mechanisms, such as supernatural punishment ( Johnson,

005; Lang et al., 2019; Shariff and Norenzayan, 2007 ) and ritual

 Power, 2017; Soler, 2012; Sosis and Bressler, 2003; Xygalatas et al.,

013 ), can induce the cooperative options in these dilemmas, contribute

o their proliferation, and increase the chances that individuals transmit

nd retain the kinds of information required to profitably engage in so-

ial institutions. 

Such mechanisms are manifest in Tyva. With respect to Scenarios

 and C, there is evidence that Tyvan beliefs and practices co-vary

ith social behavior; rituals have been shown to convey trustworthi-

ess to observers ( Purzycki and Arakchaa, 2013 ), and the more peo-

le claim spirit-masters know, the more they give to local commu-

ity members–at the expense of distant co-religionists–in experimen-

al games ( Purzycki and Kulundary, 2018 ). However, it remains to be

een whether or not Scenario A, where individuals might forgo hunting

ecause of spiritual sanctions, is adequately accounted for by spiritual

anctions. Indeed, a longstanding debate continues to rage about the

o-called “ecologically noble savage ” and whether or not traditional re-

igions somehow contribute to the preservation of nature ( Hames, 1991;

007; Smith and Wishnie, 2000 ). 

Yet, there is considerable experimental research showing that reli-

iosity is related to self-restraint and self-control ( Morgan, 2019; Ruffle

nd Sosis, 2020; Sasaki and Kim, 2021; Sosis and Ruffle, 2003; Tian

t al., 2018 ). This suggests that it is plausible that Tyvans are more
5 
ikely to forgo hunting when the injunction against it is associated with

pirit-masters. Unfortunately, we have no data beyond anecdotes. 4 Nev-

rtheless, there are general proscriptions against hunting in particular

reas. Whether or not these proscriptions actually encourage hunters to

estrain themselves and whether or not this affects the deer populations

n any systematic way remains to be established with more specified the-

retical models and focused empirical assessments. In summary, there

re many reasons both direct and implied to suspect religious taboos

ould decrease overexploitation, but subsequent work is required to

ore rigorously assess this possibility. There are, however, at least two

ther case studies that reveal that religious beliefs are associated with

he active maintenance of resources, namely, the forest spirit beliefs of

he Batak from Palawan Island and the Itza’ Maya. 

.4. Forest spirits of the Batak and Itza’ Maya 

Another ethnographic case study on spiritually-sanctioned resource

anagement comes from Eder’s ( 1997; 1999 ) work with the Batak

eople of Palawan Island, the Philippines. While, traditionally, the

atak lived in isolated and mobile family groups subsisting as hunter-

atherers, contact with the greater Philippine society and migrant farm-

rs has dramatically changed their social environment. Yet, parts of the

raditional Batak lifeway persist. One sustained set of traditional beliefs

nd practices pertains to the Batak’s perceived connection with their

atural surroundings. As in many traditional foraging societies (e.g.,

ird-David, 1999; Rossano, 2007 ), the Batak possess intricate knowl-

dge about the local ecology and view themselves in close reciprocal re-

ationships with the forest, its plants, animals, and spirits. Importantly,

he forest spirits are regarded as “caretakers ” of the forest and can as-

ume both benevolent and malevolent forms. The spirits are usually per-

issive about letting the Batak forage in the forest; however, if forest

esources are collected in excessive amounts, not fully utilized, or oth-

rwise go to waste, the spirits get upset and punish the transgressor. In-

eed, simply making fun of animals or disrespecting the forest in other

ays will attract the wrath of the spirits. Since the threshold of vio-

ation as well as the form of the punishment itself are vague, almost

ny kind of malady and misfortune can be interpreted as spiritual ret-

ibution ( Eder, 1997 , 10–11). Note, too, that punishing misbehavior is

trictly the responsibility of the spirit, in that there are otherwise no

ormal institutions or social sanctioning in place to deter exploitation

 Eder, 1997 , 11, 28). 

Honey and wild pig meat are central to Batak subsistence. Inter-

stingly, the Batak conceive of specific spirits dedicated to the protec-

ion and proliferation of honeybees and pig populations. For instance,

f honey is wasted or a hive is disturbed or destroyed (regardless of

ntent), the relevant spirit will punish the responsible forager with ill-

ess, accidents, or even death. The spirit might also send the bees away,

aking honey unavailable for a time. In that case, a “honey ritual ” is re-

uired, which involves more than two weeks of collective “good behav-

or ” where interpersonal qualms and conflicts are avoided, and people

re mandated to only “think cleanly ” about their neighbors ( Eder, 1997 ,

6–17). Similar spiritual sanctions and appeasing rituals ensue if pigs are

illed but not properly respected and fully utilized (18). Eder (ibid.) ar-

ues that these spiritual beliefs directly contribute to the sustainability

f the Batak lifeways. The Batak way of life stands in contrast to Filipino

igrants who view the forest not as an agent to be respected but as a
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Table 5 

Payoff matrix for the “Forest Spirit Game ”. Payoffs are 

for the Batak/Itza’. See Brams 2007 , 137–141 for exam- 

ple of a similar “punishment ” game. 

No Punishment Punishment 

Self-regulate 𝑏 𝑏 − 𝑐
Exploit 𝐵 𝐵 − 𝐾
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esource to be exploited and, as a result, engage in resource-depleting

oraging and farming. 

While one must remain careful not to romanticize indigenous

eople’s ways of life when evaluating such ethnographic reports

 Angsongna et al., 2016; Hartberg et al., 2016 , see Willerslev, 2007 for

n example of spirits condoning over-exploitation; see also Alvard, 1994;

mith and Wishnie, 2000 ), the ethnographic record is brimming with

imilar instances of spiritually sanctioned conservation systems, at least

inting at causal implications to be tested in future research. 

Indeed, a strikingly similar case to the Batak can be found in Atran

t al.’s (2002) work among three neighboring rain forest groups in the

aya lowlands of Guatemala. As with the Batak, the indigenous Itza’

aya, have few formal institutions to appeal to but practices the most

ustainable agroforestry (e.g., in terms of tree cover and biodiversity)

mong the three groups, the other two being migrant groups in the area.

mportantly, only the Itza’ perceive themselves to be in a fully reciprocal

elationship with the forest and view the forest spirits as punitive of

xploitation and disrespect toward the local ecology. 

The Batak and Itza’ cases lend themselves to game theoretic anal-

sis. Indeed, Atran et al. (2002) explicitly make this point. Imagine a

ery simple set of payoffs where people can either exploit forest re-

ources indefinitely for a high benefit, 𝐵, or self-regulate for a lesser

enefit, 𝑏 , and that there is no sanctioning either way (recall that nei-

her the Batak nor the Itza’ rely on secular alternatives for deterring

orest exploitation; punishing over-exploitation is solely the domain of

he spirits). This idealized payoff matrix–let us call it the “Forest/Other

eople Game ”–poses no dilemma in the short-term; as game strategies,

xploit will always outcompete Self-regulation until resources run out. 

Imagine now a different permutation, the “Forest Spirit Game, ”

here instead of playing against the forest or other people, the

atak/Itza’ now play against punitive forest spirits (cf. Atran et al., 2002 ,

40). As shown in Table 5 , spirits might Punish preemptively, − 𝑐, even

hen people Self-regulate, but Punish more severely if people Exploit

he forest, − 𝐾. 5 Assuming widespread belief in spiritual sanctions and

o outside competition for land or resources (but see discussion below),

he perceived threat of spiritual punishment presents an alternative set

f payoffs, 𝐵 − 𝐾 < 𝑏 − 𝑐, where the Batak/Itza’ are now better off Self-

egulating instead of Exploiting. 

Taken together, the Batak and Itza’ Maya cases complement the

ther case studies discussed herein by illustrating how appeals to, beliefs

bout, and rituals devoted toward punitive and watchful spirits can shift

ultural attitudes from short-term exploitation of common resources to

ong-term sustainable lifeways. The game theoretic analysis also makes

xplicit the conditions under which Self-regulation is predicted to out-

ompete Exploiting, namely when the perceived cost of Punishment for

xploiting outweighs the perceived cost of Self-regulating, even tak-

ng into account the greater benefit from Exploiting compared to Self-

egulating. At least among the Itza’ (but see also Eder 1997, 10–11),

hese conditions appear to hold: 

A plausible hypothesis is that spirit preferences represent a synthe-

sis of experience accumulated over generations. Violations of spirit
5 Our assumption that 𝐾 > 𝑐 is reasonable because perceived supernatural ret- 

ibution, 𝐾, involves costly ritual appeasement in addition to the serious illnesses, 

ccidents, and deaths that might be linked to 𝑐. 

s  

p  

p  

c  

h  

6 
preferences can lead to accidents, falling ill, or worse. It matters little

if the supernatural threat is real or not: if people believe in it, the threat of

punishment becomes a real deterrent. Our research team has witnessed

Itza’ who have been bitten by deadly pit vipers refuse to be taken for

anti-coagulant treatments that could save their limbs or lives, unless

they first had a chance to venture into the forest to ask the spirits for

guidance or forgiveness ( Le Guen et al., 2013 , 781, our emphasis). 

Finally, both the Batak and Itza’ case studies allow for comparisons

etween the focal cultural groups–the Batak and the Itza’, respectively–

nd migrant groups living in the same environments but who lack the

elevant beliefs, appeals, and rituals toward the local ecology and the

pirits. In both cases, the Batak and Itza’ religious systems contribute

o sustainable agroforestry, indicating that, at least under certain cir-

umstances, beliefs about gods’ concerns can have tractable psychologi-

al, social, behavioral, material, and ecological consequences ( Bendixen

t al., 2022; McNamara and Purzycki, 2020 ). 

. Religious systems evolving 

.1. Summary 

These ethnographic examples–Martu field burning, Balinese water

emples, Tyvan rituals, and the religious conservation values and prac-

ices of the Tyvans, Batak, and Itza’–each illustrate that religious beliefs

nd practices can, at the very least, reflect locally important socioeco-

ogical dilemmas. However, they also show that those same beliefs and

ractices can actively restructure the payoffs of these dilemmas, by alter-

ng perceived costs of selfishness and/or providing a forum required to

chieve cooperative solutions. Religions can be useful, in other words,

or sustaining lifeways that would not be readily available otherwise. 

As we have illustrated, religious systems around the world interact

ith locally salient games in notably different ways. First, religious sys-

ems can improve the chances that people will cooperatively sustain

 common resource, for example, by increasing the perceived costs of

elfish strategies. This increase in perceived cost, which might be in-

oked by threats of bad luck or supernatural monitoring and punish-

ent, is sufficient to shift even a minimally risk-averse decision policy

way from potentially costly behaviors ( McKay et al., 2018 ). Second, as

emonstrated by the Tyvans, Batak, and Itza’, we see that various dilem-

as attract religious solutions, such as beliefs that motivate a preserva-

ion of natural resources. Third, beliefs and practices can also provide

he currency (e.g., lizards among the Martu) and context (e.g., territory

mong Tyvans) to harness the trust-enhancing capabilities of ritual or

itualized obligations. In the case of the Martu, associating field burning

ith spirits and cosmic order may motivate field burning and, in turn,

uel reciprocal commitments. And finally, specific problems may recruit

nstitutional solutions. Among the Balinese, both theory and evidence

uggest that religious institutions function to coordinate people in ways

hat resolve individually costly conflicts of interest. 

Together, these examples also show that religious traditions can

volve in ways that are not satisfactorily reducible to individual cog-

ition or transmission processes alone ( Purzycki and Sosis, 2022 , cf.

uskell et al., 2019 ) for more formal treatment of cultural systems’ evo-

ution). More general models that formally ignore behavioral payoffs in

 given context miss the factors that maintain systems both synchron-

cally and diachronically. Simple game-theoretic models nicely frame

nd clarify how religion might nudge individual adherents toward opt-

ng for cooperative strategies either directly (e.g., through spiritual pun-

shment) or indirectly (e.g., through social institutions). But different

ocieties face different cooperative games, some of which emerge from

ersistent ecological problems that are associated with the way peo-

le acquire resources. Focusing on the transmission of religious con-

epts and practices without attending to these contextual relations might

ave heuristic value, but doing so may overlook essential–but more
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Fig. 3. Religion evolving with feedback from social ecology, represented here by payoff matrices. Adapted from Purzycki and Sosis (2022) . 
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Table 6 

Payoff matrices for perceived costs and benefits of drinking. Cen- 

ter matrix is perceived payoffs of drinking; right shifts costs to 

drinking and drinking socially. 

Refuse Drink Refuse Drink Refuse Drink 

Refuse 𝑎 𝑏 0 -1 0 -1 

Drink 𝑐 𝑑 1 2 -1 -3 
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6 See Medicine (2006) for a discussion of drinking behavior among Lakota 

(Sioux) males where refusing to drink implies femininity and there is abundant 

peer pressure to imbibe (53–76). See, too, Shermer (2008) for a similar take 

on taking performance enhancing drugs in athletic competitions. Note that the 

Koranic source appealed to in discussions of alcohol consumption and gambling 

(Surah Al-Baqarah 2:219) states that “There is a great harm in both, although 

they have some benefit for men; but their harm is far greater than their benefit. ”
omplicated–factors involved in the persistence and evolution of reli-

ion. 

.2. Accounting for change 

If our general approach has merit, religious systems’ elements ( Sosis,

019; 2020 ) will correspondingly change when the payoff structures of

xtant problems change and when costly new problems arise. In Fig. 3 ,

eligious beliefs and behaviors are dynamically related to the specific

inds of social dilemmas and conflicts communities endure. These prob-

ems would recruit the use of novel religious beliefs and practices that

an serve as solutions ( Bendixen et al., 2022; Bendixen and Purzycki,

020 ). The diagram in Fig. 3 is a crude and oversimplified depiction

f how deeper individual-level mental processes co-inform individual

eliefs and behaviors, which in turn contribute to shared (group) be-

iefs and behaviors that then feed back into individual-level cognitive

rocesses once more. Individuals’ deeper cognitive processes might gen-

rate, constrain, and modify beliefs and behaviors, but those cognitive

rocesses also receive this information as feedback, channeled through

ocally relevant social and ecological pathways. 

One general prediction of this model is that the cost of social en-

agement, often experienced as risk of exploitation, affects the content

f religious beliefs. As the costs of being exploited increase, we antici-

ate an increase in religious appeals–that is, appeals to powerful spir-

tual agents–in a strategic attempt to raise the perceived costs of self-

shness ( Bendixen et al., 2022; Fitouchi and Singh, 2022; Purzycki and

cNamara, 2016 ). We similarly expect a proliferation or intensifica-

ion of religious appeals when communities face novel environmental

hreats. Accordingly, natural experiments across varying socioecologi-

al contexts show an increase in religious expression and commitment–

ften among relatively non-religious individuals–during times of stress

 Henrich et al., 2019; Sibley and Bulbulia, 2012; Sosis, 2007; Sosis and

andwerker, 2011; Vardy and Atkinson, 2019 , cf. Jong and Halberstadt,

016; Jong et al., 2012 for discussion of the complicated relationship be-

ween death anxiety and religiosity). Moreover, controlled experiments

emonstrate that breaches in mutually beneficial trust-reliant interac-

ions can alter the content of believers’ models of what angers God in

redictable ways ( Purzycki et al., 2020 ). 

We also expect that when the costs of interacting with non-

ooperators in newly introduced games (i.e., novel conditions) outweigh

he corresponding costs of a currently “played ” game, religious ap-

eals will increasingly include content that corresponds to the newly

ntroduced problem, especially when the problem is salient in indi-

idual minds. To illustrate, interviews reveal that some Tyvans claim
7 
hat spirit-masters ( Purzycki, 2016 ) and Buddha ( Purzycki and Hol-

and, 2019 ) are angered by the alcohol use and abuse that have become

 devastating problem in the Tyva Republic. Like the other cases we

iscussed above, we can frame this particular dilemma in terms of its

enefits and costs. The leftmost matrix in Table 6 provides the payoff

ells for the general dilemma of whether or not to drink socially. We

an model these payoffs primarily in terms of their impact on relative

ocial standing; if drinking entails a social benefit (e.g., the respect that

s gained from having a drinking companion), and refusing to drink en-

ails a loss of this social benefit, then 𝑑 > 𝑐 > 𝑎 > 𝑏 . An example of more

oncrete payoffs is in the middle matrix of Table 6 . However, associat-

ng divine punishment with drinking behavior can render the costs of

rinking much greater than the social costs of not drinking. 6 Here, then,

 < 𝑐 = 𝑏 < 𝑎 (rightmost matrix in Table 6 ). 

It is worth emphasizing that in Table 6 , the shift from the middle

atrix to the rightmost matrix is initiated by appeals to a supernatural

unishment belief, but this initial nudge away from payoff cell 𝑑 would

e strengthened by a frequency-dependent shift from widespread ap-

roval of drinking toward widespread dis approval of drinking. At a pop-

lation level, simply learning that a god will punish you for alcoholism

s unlikely to curtail consumption. Rather, both changing the incentive

tructure as well as ensuring the presence of effective institutional and

ocial support with access to resources are more likely to help. Religious

ppeals can certainly change the perception of the payoffs, then, but we

nticipate that the development of fully-fledged religious institutions

ill be more effective in expediting and strengthening the kind of social

upport that contributes to abstinence and recovery. 
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Religions also adapt, adjusting their perceived payoffs, to advance

xtant meaningful ideologies. Take, for example, the Taiwanese goddess

f the sea, Mazu, who became the patron saint of the anti-nuclear energy

ovement among a group of activists ( Shih, 2012 ). Having found little

upport among the political parties in power and alienated by a system

hat failed to address a salient problem, activists consulted an oracle

ho “predicted ” that if it was Mazu’s will, the development of another

uclear power plant would be halted. It was, and thus the activists were

mboldened to adopt Mazu as their patron saint. Here, then, an already

alient problem existed, a secular institution failed to address it, and

hrough the oracular powers of a specialist, a deity was subsequently

ransformed into a patron saint of a contemporary movement. Believ-

ng that one’s actions will prevent environmental collapse is likely ap-

reciated as an inequality between resistance and catastrophe. We also

redict, therefore, that commitment to the idea that a deity supports

ne’s efforts should offset the perceived costs of engaging and resisting

ndustry and the state. 

A related example of religious evolution is the real and perceived ex-

anding association between environmental preservation and the Abra-

amic faiths (see Taylor et al., 2016; White, 1967 ). More specifically,

hile the Pope’s encyclical Laudato si’ likely increased Catholic percep-

ion that environmental conservation is God’s will, it is much less likely

uch beliefs would have been adopted if so many Catholics were not

lready aware and concerned about the environment. In other words,

eligious change is not random. Had the Pope or the Mazu oracle instead

xpressed concern about bunny-rabbit invaders from Mars, participation

n these religious institutions would likely have declined. 

.3. Accounting for failure 

Religious systems fail for a host of reasons ( Rappaport, 1999; So-

is, 2019; Turpin and Lanman, 2022 ). While they can mitigate local

hallenges to cooperation and coordination, we stress that their ben-

fits are conditional on the system’s relationship to its context. In other

ords, they are not always optimal and in fact appear to exacerbate

roblems as well. Consider again the Itza’ Maya. In a follow-up study,

e Guen et al. (2013) document how Itza’ beliefs involving protec-

ive and punitive forest spirits are rapidly being undermined by inter-

enerational change and external influences, in particular competition

rom non-native immigrants with a more exploitative stance toward the

nvironment. Among younger Itza’, this resulted in shifts away from

iewing themselves in a reciprocal relationship with the forest and its

esources and toward short-term monetary incentives. Thus, according

o Le Guen et al. 2013 , the “Itza’ may be subsidizing their own cul-

ural extinction... to the demise of the forest commons ” (p. 789; for

etailed discussion of a similar case study, see Eder 1997 , p. 19–31).

urther, although traditional medicine practitioners in small-scale soci-

ties are often shamans and religious healers ( Winkelman, 2014 ), West-

rn medicine practitioners frequently outcompete them for first recourse

or ailments ( Blackwell, 2009; Lightner et al., 2021 ). 

.4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, while the general content of religious appeals might

artially account for their dispersion ( Fitouchi and Singh, 2022; Purzy-

ki and Willard, 2016 ), their transmission and retention are likely ex-

edited due to their correspondence to pressing and perceived costs

hat are already present; religious systems draw attention to threats

hat already have a prior precedence in a community ( Bendixen et al.,

022; Bendixen and Purzycki, 2020; Purzycki and McNamara, 2016 ).

he adoption of novel beliefs is also constrained and facilitated by the

xtant cultural milieu ( Buskell et al., 2019 ) and corresponding psycho-

ogically salient social dilemmas. But the spread of beliefs is not enough

o make changes in behavior, of course. Instead, beliefs must trigger,

ntogenetically habituate, and naturalize the motivation to behave in

ocally contingent, self-restrained ways that facilitate cooperation. 
8 
As illustrated, features of religious behaviors also adjust to particu-

ar conditions. To the extent that these mechanisms contribute to sur-

ival and reproduction, we can–by the most critical standards available–

onstrue such systems as adaptive. While the long-term evolution of any

ocial system often escapes precise description, and different evolution-

ry processes could have been behind the convergent phenomena social

cientists study (see issues of equifinality discussed in Barrett, 2019;

andler and Powell, 2018; Von Bertalanffy, 1969 ), we expect that ac-

ively assessing such systems will only enrich the field. 
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